Daze Of Wine, Holly Hits U-Students

KUOI Radio To Get Funds For Future FM Broadcasting

Executive Board named Thursday evening that money in the form of a $35,000 cash donation from the Department of Business and Professional Affairs, Inc., will be used to cover the expansion of the station's facilities.

Student Damages Need Restitution

Five Idaho freshmen, charged with vengeance in their first

Boone Production On Stage Tonight

"A Time For Burning" To Be Shown Sunday

Gym Cramming Set Thursday

Australian Olympic Cagers Will Be First Home Opponent For Idaho

On Calendar

"Boone Production On Stage Tonight"

University of Idaho Varsity Theatre production "Boone"

is being presented as a staff

production for the adventure of some of the school's best actors and actresses.

The production is to be presented in the first festival of the school's student's theater companies.

Australian Olympic Cagers Will Be First Home Opponent For Idaho

The Australian Olympic team will meet the Idaho State basketball team in a game on Sunday afternoon.

The Australian team is one of the strongest in the world and is composed of the best players from the Olympian Games.

The Australian team is not only physically strong, but also mentally strong, as they have been trained under the best coaching.

The Australian team is expected to give a good show and is likely to win the game.

The game will be played in the Idaho State College gymnasium and is expected to be attended by a large crowd.

The game will start at 2:00 p.m. and is likely to last for about three and a half hours.

The game will be an exciting one and is likely to be watched by a large audience.
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Writer Calls For Evolution In National Campus Policy

By Karen Longnecker

The article also devoted a great deal of space to praising the forward-thinking state of Michigan for pushing an 18-year-old referendum on the ballot, while stating in another place that polls com-
misciously indicated that at least 70% of students and faculty at the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor have indicated support for the measure, "The idea that even university campuses need to evolve might surprise some, but the measure has already been proved successful," the article states. The article goes on to say that the measure would give students the power to regulate their own lives, which is a good thing, as it is something that everyone needs to do.

Perfect giftfability for Christmas and long after...the luxury of seamless LEGGIE stockings by BELLE SHAMIRE
**FILM WORLD**

By Phil Holaback

**The Premature Burial**

I was not sorry to see a grimy little die at the foot of the fence. The “Palace of the Sa- dles” was shrouded in a mysterious atmosphere. Great expectations had been generated, and the possibility of a different kind of “passion,” some sort of mysterious suicides or murder, was in the air.

Last Tuesday evening, the London Film Society held a screening of “The Premature Burial.” Directed by John Huston, the film is a classic horror thriller based on the novel by Robert Louis Stevenson.

The story is about a man who is buried alive by mistake. The film is a study of human nature and the darker side of the human psyche. It is a cautionary tale about the dangers of obsession and paranoia.

The acting is superb, with excellent performances by Michael Redgrave, Marius Goring, and John Laurie. The atmosphere is tense and foreboding, with a sense of impending doom.

Overall, “The Premature Burial” is a fascinating film that explores the depths of the human mind. It is well worth a watch for anyone interested in horror or drama.
Vandals Readied For Lilac Tourney Tonight

Tennessee State Favored in First Annual Classic

It will be the University of Idaho Vandals against the Redbirds of Illinois State University on the first round of the Lilac City tournament tonight in Spokane.

Idaho, which suffered defeats in last year's NCAA games, will find the path so much easier now that the Vandals have at least the experience of last year in the NCAA tourney.

Awash in confidence, Idaho will try to shock the East for the second time in recent history. Idaho has the home-court advantage.

Tennessee State, the Big Eight's first-place finisher, is into its third NCAA tournament in as many attempts.

A record crowd of 61,220, almost 9,000 over the 1959-60 average, was on hand at the nation's capital last night to watch Tennessee State defeat New Mexico State, 106-62, in the opening round of the NCAA tourney.

Idaho's hopes do not really rest on the sensational play of sophomore center Johnnie White, who was named to the all-Western Conference team last season.

White, only an average shooter, is a good header who is capable of leading the Vandals to their first NCAA victory.

Buddy Baker is the other top player, but his size (6'4" and 200 pounds) limits his development as a scoring threat.

The Vandals, who are one of three Western teams in the NCAA field, have a strong all-around team, with White and Baker the top threats.

Idaho's inside game, which includes 6'8" center Johnnie White, 6'6" guard John Glesing and 6'4" guard Buddy Baker, may be the key to the Vandals' success.

Idaho will be the only team against Tennessee State tonight with a team total of less than 200, and Idaho is a team that likes to score.

Baker, who is a better all-around player, is capable of outshining the Vandals' star center, but he is an excellent outside shooter and makes the Vandals a formidable team.

The Vandals have been favored in a few games this season, and Idaho is a team that likes to score.

Idaho's inside game, which includes 6'8" center Johnnie White, 6'6" guard John Glesing and 6'4" guard Buddy Baker, may be the key to the Vandals' success.